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H
ead and neck squamous cell carci-
noma (HNSCC) represents approxi-
mately 3.2% of cancers in the United

States and accounted for approximately
49 260 new cancer diagnoses and 7600
deaths in 2010.1 Despite advances in diag-
nosis and treatment, the 5-year survival of
patients with HNSCC has not improved
appreciably over the past few decades.2

One reason for the high treatment failure
rate is that the therapeutic ratios of che-
motherapy and radiation therapy alone or
in combination are not high enough and
patients often relapse after these treat-
ments and/or have significant treatment-
related toxicities. Multimodal therapy that
combines targeted drug delivery with
radiation therapy and possibly surgical
resection has shown promise to over-
come this limitation and improve patient
outcomes.3

There is a growing awareness that due to
the heterogeneity of cancer, such an ap-
proach will demand personalized targeting
components to realize its potential.4,5 Per-
sonalized medicine will involve the character-
ization of a patient's tumor(s), the identifica-
tion of which drugs and targeting ligands will
be effective, and finally the preparation of a
final formulation that will use these ligands to
deliver thedrugs selectively to the cancer cells.
One class of materials identified as potentially
suitable platforms for the synergistic assembly
of drugs and targeting ligands are nanovec-
tors, which are materials with dimensions in
the size range 1�100 nm that are capable
of transporting and delivering one or more

bioactive molecules.6,7 Nanovectors can carry
multiple drugs, imaging agents, and target-
ing ligands, and drug-loaded nanovectors
have demonstrated enhanced efficacy with
reduced toxic side effects as compared to
conventional systemic chemotherapies.8�11

However, for nanovectors to fully enable
personalized medicine, the final assembly of
drugs and targeting ligands must be simple
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ABSTRACT

Current chemotherapeutics are characterized by efficient tumor cell-killing and severe side effects

mostly derived from off-target toxicity. Hence targeted delivery of these drugs to tumor cells is

actively sought. In an in vitro system, we previously demonstrated that targeted drug delivery to

cancer cells overexpressing epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFRþ) can be achieved by

poly(ethylene glycol)-functionalized carbon nanovectors simply mixed with a drug, paclitaxel, and

an antibody that binds to the epidermal growth factor receptor, cetuximab. This construct is

unusual in that all three components are assembled through noncovalent interactions. Here we

show that this same construct is effective in vivo, enhancing radiotherapy of EGFRþ tumors. This

targeted nanovector system has the potential to be a new therapy for head and neck squamous cell

carcinomas, deserving of further preclinical development.

KEYWORDS: targeted drug delivery . cancer . nanovectors . hydrophilic carbon
clusters . cetuximab . EGFRþ
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and modular such that the final therapeutic can be
prepared in a timely manner for the patient.
We have been working toward this goal by devel-

oping a nanovector that can be loaded with hydro-
phobic drugs and functionalized with targeting anti-
bodies all by simple mixing. For a proof-of-principle
demonstration, paclitaxel (PTX) was selected as the
drug to be studied, as it is a classic example of a water-
insoluble drug with high therapeutic efficacy and
severe off-target toxicity. Cetuximab (Erbitux, ImClone
Systems) (Cet) is an IgG monoclonal antibody that
exclusively binds to epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) with high affinity and blocks the normal func-
tion of the receptor.12�14 It was chosen as the targeting
antibody because it is the most widely studied EGFR
targeting agent and is approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for the treatment of patients with
HNSCC.15,16 Approximately 90% of HNSCCs overex-
press the EGFR, and this is correlated with worse
clinical outcomes.17

We previously reported on the preparation of ex-
tremely small (<40 nm long and 1 nmwide) hydrophilic
carbon clusters (HCCs) that are poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) functionalized (PEG-HCCs) (Figure 1).18�21 Pre-
liminary studies suggested that the PEG-HCCs were
not toxic.18 When the PEG-HCCs were administered to
mice at a dose (1 g/L) of up to 10� that used for drug
delivery, no acute toxicity was observed over 5 d. After
5 d themice were euthanized, a terminal blood sample
was collected, and the major organs including the
heart, lungs, spleen, kidneys, liver, and brain were
removed and examined for gross toxicity. At all tested
concentrations, no abnormalities were seen in any of

the organs, warranting a longer term toxicity experi-
ment. Thus, nude mice received a tail vein injection of
PEG-HCCs (200mg/L, 2� thedrugdelivery concentration)
once per week, for up to 10 weeks. All animals were
observed daily; the mice did not show any visual signs
of fatigue or discomfort and slowly increased in body
weight over the 10-week period. Micewere euthanized
after 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 weeks of weekly treatments for
histological analysis, and no gross toxicity was appar-
ent in any of the organs analyzed. Total blood counts
were performed on the mice, and all analytes were
within normal ranges. Finally, biodistribution studies
indicated that the PEG-HCCs had a blood half-life of
2 to 3 h; the large majority of the PEG-HCCs were
excreted through the kidneys, the primary accumula-
tion of the trace agglomerated carbon was in the liver
and spleen, but no lesions were seen.18

We showed that PEG-HCCs are able to sequester PTX
(collectively PTX/PEG-HCCs; in this nomenclature, the
slash “/” signifies a noncovalent linkage and the hy-
phen “-” signifies a covalent bond) by physisorption
and to deliver the drug for killing of cancer cells in vitro
and in vivo.18 It was shown that the PTX/PEG-HCCs
were stable in solution for at least 5 months. Both
clinical formulations of PTX, Taxol and Abraxane, make
use of a similar strategy of solubilizing unmodified PTX,
likely due to both the ease of preparing this class of
formulations and the fact that covalently modifying
the PTX can alter its efficacy. Both in vitro and in vivo,
the efficacy of PTX/PEG-HCCs was equivalent to that of
Taxol (Bristol-Myers-Squibb, Princeton, NJ, USA), which
is PTX solubilized in ethanol and a polyethoxylated
castor oil, Cremophor EL (PTX/Cremophor). We further

Figure 1. Development of Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs. (A) PEG-HCCs have carbon cores approximately 40 nm� 1 nm functionalized
with various oxygen-containing functional groups (note that only one each of several representative groups are shown). PEG
is conjugated to the core via an amide bond. By simplemixing protocols, the PEG-HCCs can be loadedwith PTX andwrapped
with Cet. (B) Administering PEG-HCCs weekly to mice for 10 weeks results in no detectable toxicity, represented here by an
image (100�) of the liver from a mouse treated for 10 weeks. The edge length of the image is 200 μm. The arrows mark the
darker spots that likely indicate the presence of trace PEG-HCC aggregates. (C) PTX/PEG-HCCs have efficacy equivalent to
Taxol (PTX/Cremophor) for treating a murine orthotopic model of head and neck cancer. The arrows indicate the time points
of delivered treatment. (D) When PTX/PEG-HCCs are functionalized with Cet, they target the delivery of PTX to EGFRþ cells in
vitro. *p < 0.05.
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showed thatmixing the PTX/PEG-HCCswith Cet results
in a targeted drug delivery vehicle (Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs)
in which both the drug and the antibody are physi-
sorbed on the amphiphilic carbon core of the nano-
vectors. We demonstrated that Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs
is stable for >6 h in the presence of a physiological
concentration of albumin and that it targets in vitro the
delivery of PTX to EGFRþ cells via binding to the
EGFR.22 Since the blood half-life of the PEG-HCCs is
3 h, we hypothesized that the Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs
might be stable during their period of circulation
in vivo. Here we demonstrate that this readily prepared
targeted drug delivery vehicle is effective in vivo and
can be used to radiosensitize tumor cells in in vitro and
in vivo models of human HNSCC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We began by comparing the efficacy of Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs to Cet/PTX/Cremophor and the appropriate
controls for the treatment of an orthotopic nude
mouse model of tongue cancer derived from FaDu
cells (Figure 2A,B). A very low amount of Cet (36 μg/mL)
was used to prepare the Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs. This
amount of Cet alone or in combination with the PEG-
HCCs did not show any antitumor effect. Consistent

with our previous results, PTX/Cremophor and PTX/
PEG-HCCs showed an equivalent antitumor effect.
Combining Cet with PTX/Cremophor did not increase
the efficacy of the treatment, as this formulation was as
effective as the two nontargeted formulations. How-
ever, in this tumormodel, while these three treatments
appear to be modestly effective, they are not statisti-
cally significantly different from the control group. The
only treatment in this model that had a significantly
enhanced antitumor effect relative to the control was
the Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs, but the efficacy of this treat-
ment was not significantly different from that of any
treatment containing PTX. The results from this parti-
cular cell line were suggestive but not conclusive.
Thus, we compared a smaller subset of the treat-

ments in this same tumor model, but with tumors
derived from OSC-19 cells (Figure 2C,D). Again, PTX/
Cremophor and Cet/PTX/Cremophor showed equiva-
lent efficacy, but, in this case, there was a significant
delay in tumor growth and extension of survival. Cet/
PTX/PEG-HCCs treatment also resulted in a significant
delay in tumor growth and extension of survival, but
while this treatment appeared to be more effective
than either of the Cremophor-based treatments, that
difference was not significant.

Figure 2. Treatment effect on tumor growth and survival for mice bearing tumors derived from FaDu cells (A, B) or OSC-19
cells (C, D). Plots A and C represent the tumor size, while B and D are the mouse survival plots. Mice with orthotopically
established oral tongue tumors were injected via the tail vein once weekly (indicated with black arrows) with the treatment.
Survival was analyzed by the Kaplan�Meier method and compared with log-rank tests. *p < 0.05 compared to the control at
day 34.
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In order to better understand if the Cet/PTX/PEG-
HCCs were targeting the delivery of PTX to EGFR-
positive tumor cells, we used a dual subcutaneous
tumor model with OSC-19 (EGFR positive) and MCF-7
(EGFR negative) tumor cells injected on the opposing
flanks of nudemice. Thesemicewere then systemically
treated with either saline, PTX/PEG-HCCs, or Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs (Figure 3). The EGFR-positive tumor showed
a markedly enhanced response to treatment with the
targeted formulation (Figure 3C); however, the EGFR-
negative tumor showed no difference in response

when treated with either the PTX/PEG-HCCs or the
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs (Figure 3D). While it is possible that
the difference in conditions necessary to establish the
two tumors, including the use ofMatrigel for theMCF-7
cells, and/or physiological differences between the
two tumors might have contributed to the different
responses to treatment, the dominant effect could
indeed be due to the targeted delivery of PTX to
the EGFR-positive tumor by the Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs.
Even though Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs appear to target
the delivery of PTX to EGFR-positive tumor cells, the

Figure 3. Effect of PTX/PEG-HCCs or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs on dual subcutaneous tumors in a nude mouse. (A) OSC-19 tumors
(EGFR-positive; 1.5� 106 cells per flank) were grown on the left flank and MCF-7 (EGFR-negative; 3� 106 cells with Matrigel
per flank) tumors on the right flanks of nude mice. (B) Effects of treatment on both OSC-19 and MCF-7 tumors. (C) Effect of
treatment on OSC-19 tumors. Mice with established tumors were injected via the tail vein once weekly (indicated with black
arrows) with the treatment. (D) Effect of treatment on MCF-7 tumors. Mice with established tumors were injected via the tail
vein once weekly (indicated with black arrows) with the treatment. (E) Ratio was determined as the ratio for OSC-19 tumors/
MCF-7 tumors divided by 1 in the control group. Points indicate means; bars, standard errors. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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improvement over PTX/PEG-HCCs is modest. In tumor
models where the efficacy of PTX/PEG-HCCs itself is
limited, Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs and PTX/PEG-HCCs might
show no significant difference. Thus, radiation treat-
ment was combined with nanovector treatment both
because the boost in efficacy from radiation treatment
would allowus to confirm a difference in activity for the
two treatments and because it models a clinically
relevant treatment mode.
It is known that Cet and PTX each enhance the

radiation response of HNSCC.23 In fact, inhibiting the
EGFR pathway has been reported to enhance radio re-
sponsiveness in both preclinical and clinical study.16,24

Since the use of the Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs appears to
result in the co-localization of Cet and PTX, the radio-
sensitizing property of this therapy was evaluated. To
assess whether Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs could sensitize
HNSCC cells to radiation therapy in vitro, OSC-19 and
HN5 cells were treated with saline, Cet, PEG-HCCs, PTX/
Cremophor, PTX/PEG-HCCs, or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs and
then exposed to radiation (Figure 4). The effects on
the cells were assessed with clonogenic survival
assays. In these assays, radiation alone resulted in a

dose-dependent decrease in OSC-19 and HN5 cell
survival. These results are very similar to our previous
report.25 Both PEG-HCCs and Cet did not show any
additional cell growth inhibition compared to control
(radiation alone treatment). Treatment with either
PTX/Cremophor (data not shown) or PTX/PEG-HCCs
resulted in an identical and significant enhancement in
cell growth inhibition, and cells treated with Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs exhibited the greatest enhancement in
growth inhibition.
Encouraged by the in vitro results, we evaluated

treating nude mice bearing an orthotopic tumor with
radiotherapy (RT) alone or in combination with PEG-
HCCs combined with PTX or Cet/PTX. As in Figure 4, we
evaluated tumors derived from two different HNSCC
cell lines, OSC-19 and HN5. In the OSC-19-luc model,
there was a significant antitumor effect on day 20 after
cell inoculation in the mice treated with Cet/PTX/PEG-
HCCs þ RT compared with the mice in the control
group (p < 0.0001; Figure 5A). Moreover, while several
of the other treatments resulted in significant tumor
growth delay relative to the control group, the tumor
growth delay produced by treatment with Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs þ RT was statistically significant when com-
pared to each of the other treatment groups (vs PTX/
PEG-HCCs p < 0.0001, Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs p = 0.0136,
RT p = 0.0114, and PTX/PEG-HCCs þ RT p = 0.0041,
respectively). Treatment with Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs þ RT
also resulted in the greatest increase in survival time
(Figure 5B).
The antitumor effects of combining the PTX treat-

ments with RT were also evaluated in an orthotopic
model derived from a different cell line, HN5 (Figure 5C).
Similar results were obtained, as the mice treated with
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs þ RT had a significantly lower
mean tumor volume than themice in the control group
at day 27 (p=0.0002). In addition, themice treatedwith
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs þ RT had a significantly lower
mean tumor volume than the mice in the PTX/PEG-
HCCs alone group, Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs alone group,
and the RT alone group (p = 0.0013, p = 0.0351, and
p = 0.0335, respectively). Treatment with Cet/PTX/PEG-
HCCs þ RT also resulted in the greatest increase in
survival time (Figure 5D). Finally, for both OSC-19-luc
and HN5 cells, all treatments appeared to be well-
tolerated, with no evidence of treatment-relatedweight
loss (data not shown), and the experiments were re-
peated one additional timewith similar results (data not
shown).
In order to quantify the radiosensitization imparted

by Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs, the degree of growth delay
observed for the OSC-19-luc model was expressed as
the absolute tumor growth delay (AGD), defined as the
average time in days required for the average tumor
size in mice given a treatment to grow to 40 mm3

minus the time in days for the average tumor size in the
untreated control group to reach the same size, or the

Figure 4. Effects of PTX/PEG-HCCs or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs on
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma cells' radiosensi-
tivity. (A) Effect of treatment on OSC19 cells. (B) Effect of
treatment on HN5 cells. OSC-19 and HN5 cells in culture
were exposed to PEG-HCCs (0.96 μg/mL), PTX/PEG-HCCs
(PTX 4 nM, PEG-HCCs 0.96 μg/mL), or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs
(Cet 0.8 pM, PTX 4 nM, PEG-HCCs 0.96 μg/mL) for 1 h and
then irradiated at 2, 4, or 6 Gy. After treatments, clonogenic
survival assays were performed. Points indicate the means
of triplicate experiments; bars, standard errors.
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normalized growth delay (NGD), defined as the time in
days for the average tumor size to reach 40mm3 in the
mice treatedwith the combination of PTX/PEG-HCCs or
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs plus radiation, minus the time in
days to reach 40 mm3 in mice treated with PTX/PEG-
HCCs or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs alone. Treatment enhance-
ment factors (EFs) were obtained by dividing the NGD
inmice treated with drugs plus radiation by the AGD in
mice treated with radiation alone (Table 1).26

Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs þ RT achieved a more than
additive effect, resulting in an AGD of 8.4 ( 1.0 d,
which was considerably higher than the sum of tumor
growth delays caused by individual treatments (2.5 (
1.7 d with Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs alone and 4.1 ( 1.1 d
with RT alone; EF = 1.44) even though one of eightmice
whose tumor never reached 40 mm3 was not used in
the analysis. Similarly, while PTX/PEG-HCCs did not

enhance the effect of RT in HN5 tumors (EF = 1.00),
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs enhanced the radioresponsiveness
of HN5 tumors, increasing tumor growth delay more
than additively even though one of eight mice whose
tumor never reached 40 mm3 was not used in the
analysis (EF = 1.09/data not shown). Thus, Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs enhanced HNSCC tumors' radioresponse.

CONCLUSION

Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs, produced by simplymixing PTX/
PEG-HCCs with Cet, appear to target tumors overex-
pressing EGFR in vivo. While the increase in efficacy
relative to current clinical therapies is limited, when the
therapies are combined with radiation, the Cet/PTX/
PEG-HCCs are significantly more effective than the
mixture of Cet and PTX/Cremophor. The increased
efficacy of the targeted formulation might be due to

Figure 5. In vivo effects of treatment with radiation, PTX/PEG-HCCs, Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs, and their combinations on tumor
growth and survival time inmice. (A) In vivo effects of treatments on tumor growth in OSC-19-lucmice. Points indicatemeans;
bars, standard errors (SE). (B) In vivo effects of treatments on survival time of OSC-19-lucmice. (C) In vivo effects of treatments
on tumor growth in HN5mice. Black arrows indicate treatment days. Points,mean; bars, SE (D) In vivo effects of treatments on
survival time in HN5mice. Animals were euthanized when they had lost more than 20% of their initial body weight or at 50 d
after cell inoculation. Survival was analyzed by the Kaplan�Meier method and compared with log-rank tests.

TABLE 1. Effect of Treatment on OSC-19-luc Human Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma Cells’ Radioresponsea

treatment time required to grow to 40 mm3, d absolute growth delay, d normalized growth delay, d enhancement factor

control 13.5 ( 0.3
PTX/PEG-HCCs 14.7 ( 0.8 1.2 ( 0.8
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs 16.0 ( 1.7 2.5 ( 1.7
RT 17.6 ( 1.1 4.1 ( 1.1
PTX/PEG-HCCsþRT 17.4 ( 0.7 3.9 ( 0.7 2.8 ( 0.7 0.68
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCsþRTb 21.9 ( 1.0 8.4 ( 1.0 5.9 ( 1.0 1.44

a All data are means ( standard error. b One of 8 mice whose tumor volume never reached 40 mm3 was not used in the analysis.
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a synergy between inhibition of the EGFR pathway and
the taxane effect.27 Given the fact that most HNSCC
patients receive multimodal therapy including radia-
tion, the increased efficacy observed for Cet/PTX/PEG-

HCCs is particularly important. Future studies will be
required to optimize the formulation and treatment
protocol for maximal radiosensitization prior to trans-
lation toward the clinic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. We purchased 8-to-12-week-old male athymic

nude mice from the National Cancer Institute (Bethesda, MD,
USA). The mice were kept in a specific pathogen-free facility
approved by the American Association for the Accreditation of
Laboratory Animal Care that met all current regulations and
standards of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, and the National Institutes
of Health. Mice were fed irradiated standard mouse chow and
autoclaved, reverse-osmosis-treated water. Animal procedures
were carried out according to a protocol approved by The
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center's Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.

Cell Lines. FaDu cells were purchased from American Type
Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). HN5 cells were provided
by Dr. Zhen Fan (Department of Experimental Therapeutics, MD
Anderson Cancer Center). OSC-19 was purchased from the
Health Science Research Resources Bank (Osaka, Japan). MCF-
7 cells were provided by Dr. Francois-Xavier Claret (Department
of Systems Biology, MD Anderson Cancer Center). OSC-19 cells
were retrovirally infected with the green fluorescent protein
and the luciferase gene (OSC-19-luc) as described previously.28

All cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's med-
ium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, nonessential amino acids, and
a 2-fold vitamin solution (Life Technologies, Inc., Grand Island,
NY, USA). Adherent monolayer cultures were maintained on
plastic plates and incubated at 37 �C in 5% carbon dioxide and
95% oxygen. The integrity of all maintained cell lines was clearly
established using short tandem repeat genomic profiling. The
cultures were Mycoplasma-free and maintained for no longer
than 12 weeks after they were recovered from frozen stocks.

Reagents. Hydrophilic carbon clusters that are covalently
modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG-HCCs) were synthe-
sized, and PEG-HCCs were loaded with paclitaxel (PTX/PEG-
HCCs) as described previously.18 As we have done in all past
publications,18,22 all concentrations given in this article for the
PEG-HCCs are for the carbon cores of the PEG-HCCs, as this can
be directly measured by ultraviolet�visible (UV�vis) spectros-
copy. Cet (C225/Erbitux; Imclone, New York, NY, USA), an anti-
EGFR monoclonal antibody, is used as the targeting agent to
establish Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs and is attached by simply mixing it
with PTX/PEG-HCCs. Paclitaxel (Taxol/Bristol-Myers Squibb,
Princeton, NJ, USA) was diluted in PBS to a 982 μg/mL final
concentration and Cet was also diluted in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) to a 35.9 μg/mL final concentration for in vivo
experiments.

Orthotopic Nude Mouse Model of HNSCC. To evaluate the effect of
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs in vivo, we used an orthotopic nude mouse
model of HNSCC because its host microenvironment is more
similar to that of patients with HNSCC than that of subcuta-
neous xenograft models of HNSCC.29 An orthotopic nude
mouse model of oral tongue cancer was established by inject-
ing FaDu (2.5 � 105) or OSC-19 (5 � 104) cells suspended in
30 μL of serum-free DMEM into the tongues of mice as
described previously.30

Twelve to 15 d after the cells were injected, the mice were
randomly assigned to one of six or eight treatment groups (6 to
8 mice per group): (1) control; (2) PEG-HCCs (100 μg/mL); (3) Cet
(35.9 μg/mL); (4) Cet/PEG-HCCs (Cet 35.9 μg/mL, PEG-HCCs
100 μg/mL); (5) PTX/Cremophor (982 μg/mL); (6) PTX/PEG-HCCs
(PTX 982 μg/mL, PEG-HCCs 100 μg/mL); (7) Cet/PTX/Cremophor
(Cet 35.9 μg/mL, PTX (982 μg/mL); (8) Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs (Cet
35.9 μg/mL, PTX (982 μg/mL), PEG-HCCs 100 μg/mL). A dose of

200 μL of each treatment was administered intravenously once
a week for 3 weeks. Control mice were given 200 μL of PBS
intravenously once weekly for 3 weeks.

Micewere examined twice aweek for tumor size andweight
loss. Tongue tumor size was measured with microcalipers.
Tumor volume was calculated as (A)(B2)π/6, where A is the
longest dimension of the tumor and B is the dimension of the
tumor perpendicular to A. We euthanized mice by CO2 asphyx-
iation when they lost more than 20% of their preinjection body
weight or at 50 d after cell injection.

Dual Subcutaneous Tumors Model in a Nude Mouse. To confirm that
Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs target EGFR-positive cells in vivo, a dual
subcutaneous tumor model was established in a nude mouse.
As shown in Figure 1A, OSC-19 cells (EGFR-positive; 1.5 � 105)
resuspended in PBS and MCF-7 cells (EGFR-negative; 3 � 105)
resuspended in 50%Matrigel (BD Bioscience, Bedford, MA, USA)
were injected subcutaneously in the left and right flank, respec-
tively, as described previously.31 Nine days after implantation of
cells, when the average OSC-19 tumor volume reached 44 mm3

and the average MCF-7 tumor volume reached 65 mm3, the
mice were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups
(8 mice per group): control, PTX/PEG-HCCs, or Cet/PTX/PEG-
HCCs. PTX/PEG-HCCs and Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs were adminis-
tered intravenously an injection of 200 μL once a week for
3 weeks. Control mice were given 200 μL of PBS intravenously
once weekly for 3 weeks. Tumor sizes for both tumors were
measured twice a week. The ratio of OSC-19/MCF-7 was also
calculated for each time point as

(OSC-19 tumor vol w=treatment=OSC-19 tumor vol w=o treatment)
(MCF-7 tumor vol w=treatment=MCF-7 tumor vol w=o treatment)

Clonogenic Survival Assay. OSC-19 and HN5 cells were used,
since they are radiation-resistant.25 OSC-19 and HN5 cells in
culture were exposed to PEG-HCCs (96 μg/mL), Cet (0.8 pM),
PTX/Cremophor (4 nM), PTX/PEG-HCCs (PTX 4 nM, PEG-HCCs
96 μg/mL), or Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs (Cet 0.8 pM, PTX 4 nM, PEG-
HCCs 96 μg/mL) for 1 h and then exposed to 2, 4, or 6 Gy
radiation (γ-rays using a cesium-137 source, 3.055 Gy/min). The
cells were then assayed for colony-forming ability by trypsiniz-
ing and replating in 100 mm dishes in drug-free medium. After
10�11 d of incubation, the cells were stained with 0.5% crystal
violet in absolute ethanol, and colonies with more than 50 cells
were counted under a dissection microscope. Plating efficiency
was defined as the percentage of cells seeded that grew into
colonies under a specific culture condition of a given cell line.
The survival fraction, expressed as a function of irradiation, was
calculated as the number of colonies counted/(the number of
cells seeded� plating efficiency/100) as described previously.25

Enhancement of Tumor Radioresponse by Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs in an
Orthotopic Nude Mouse Model of HNSCC. An orthotopic nude mouse
model of oral cancer was established by injecting OSC-19-luc
(1� 105) or HN5 (3� 105) cells suspended in 30 μL of serum-free
DMEM into the tongues of mice as described.

Eight to 10 d after the cells were injected, the mice were
randomly assigned to one of six treatment groups (7 or 8 mice
per group): (1) control; (2) PTX/PEG-HCCs (PTX 982 μg/mL, PEG-
HCCs 100 μg/mL); (3) Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs (Cet 35.9 μg/mL, PTX
982 μg/mL, PEG-HCCs 100 μg/mL); (4) radiation; (5) radiation
plus PTX/PEG-HCCs (PTX 982 μg/mL, PEG-HCCs 100 μg/mL);
(6) radiation plus Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs (Cet 35.9 μg/mL, PTX
982 μg/mL, PEG-HCCs 100 μg/mL). All drugs were administered
intravenously at 200 μL once a week for 2 weeks. Control mice
were given 200 μL of PBS intravenously once weekly for 2 weeks.
Mice bearing tumors in the tongue were locally irradiated with a
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single dose of 5 Gy using a small-animal irradiator (γ-rays using a
cesium-137 source, 4.762 Gy/min). Sodium pentobarbital was
administered by intraperitoneal injection at a dose of 50 mg/kg
prior to radiation treatment. The mice were immobilized on a
customized jig during irradiation with the tumor centered in the
3 cm diameter circular irradiation field as described previously.25

When Cet/PTX/PEG-HCCs or PTX/PEG-HCCs and radiation were
combined, drugs were given 1 h before single-dose irradiation.

Micewere examined twice aweek for tumor size andweight
loss. Tongue tumor size was measured with microcalipers as
described above. The degree of growth delay was expressed as
the absolute tumor growth delay, defined as the average time in
days required for the average tumor size in mice given a
treatment to grow to 40 mm3 minus the time in days for the
average tumor size in the untreated control group to reach
the same size, or the normalized growth delay, defined as the
time in days for the average tumor size to reach 40 mm3 in the
mice treated with the combination of PTX/PEG-HCCs or Cet/
PTX/PEG-HCCs plus radiation, minus the time in days to reach
40 mm3 in mice treated with PTX/PEG-HCCs or Cet/PTX/PEG-
HCCs alone. Treatment enhancement factors were obtained
by dividing the NGD in mice treated with drugs plus radia-
tion by the AGD in mice treated with radiation alone.23 Mice
were euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation when they lostmore than
20% of their preinjection body weight or at 50 d after cell
injection.

Statistical Analysis. Two-tailed t tests were used to compare
tumor volumes from control groups and treatment groups.
Survival was determined using the Kaplan�Meier method and
compared using log-rank tests. Statistical analyses were per-
formed with Prism 5.01 software (GraphPad Software). p values
< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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